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Zumoval Top Juice Extractor
ITEM:
MODEL:

39522
JE-ES-0028-F 

47959
JE-ES-0028N-T

47989
JE-ES-0028N-F

Automatic Filter & Self-Tap 
The automatic double-action filter 
allows the automatic removal of pulp 
and seeds directly on the waste bins.

Self-Cleaning System 
(Automatic Shower)
This option provides a single or 
double flushing system which cleans 
quickly the juicing area, saving both 
time and labour cost.

Squeezing Kit 
Optional 45-60 mm kit that allows 
the squeezing of small citrus 
fruits such as small oranges, 
limes or mandarins. It is easily 
interchangeable by the user and 
allows the juicer to be versatile.

3.0 Digital Screen
This feature will inform you when 
the peel buckets are full of peels so 
that they can be emptied. Includes 
various functions such as waste 
bin indicator, fruit counter, tank 
capacity indicator

Self Tap  
A robust, easy-to-use, stainless steel 
self-service tap, especially designed 
to work in self-service mode in 
places of high consumption. 

Juice Level Detection
System to have always a fixed amount 
of juice in the tank. When opening the 
tap, the machines automatically starts 
squeezing to fill the tank up to the 
level of the detector.

MAX

FEATURES & OPTIONS:

Juicer Extractors

Great quality juice
The exclusive design of Zumoval citrus fruit squeezers means that the peel is not 
pressed during the squeezing process, but separated from the flesh. The result of this 
process is a high quality, tasteful and vitamin-rich juice.

Maximum performance at peak hours
Zumoval has also considered the various needs of different establishments, offering 
easy solutions to specific problems. Therefore, several different models have been 
designed, ranging from the Minimax, which squeezes 15 oranges per minute, to the 
FASTTOP which squeezes 45 oranges per minute, guaranteeing maximum efficiency 
at times of greater demand.

Strong and reliable
All our range includes high quality, durable materials, assembled under a strict 
manufacturing control. That is why we can state that our machines are able to run 
during long periods of time, without suffering any kind of mechanical damage. Due 
to their component design and their easy to dismantle squeezing system, they allow 
running express cleaning tasks.

WARRANTY
PARTS AND LABOUR

39522 47959 47989
JE-ES-0028-F JE-ES-0028N-T JE-ES-0028N-F
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

Features With Auto Feeder and Self-
Cleaning System

With Auto Feeder and 
Self-Cleaning System, & Self-Tap 

With Auto Feeder, Self-Cleaning 
System, Push and Juice Button

Item 39522 47959 47989

Model JE-ES-0028-F JE-ES-0028N-T JE-ES-0028N-F

Production 28 fruits per minute

Feeder Capacity  39 lb. (18 kg.)

Fruit Diameter 2.56" - 3.15" (65 - 80 mm)

Peel Bucket 44 lb. (20 kg.)

Power 560 W / 0.75 hp

Amps 9 / 8.6 A

Electrical 115V / 60Hz / 1Ph

Net Weight 105 lb. (47.5 kg.) 
(188 lb. / 83.5 kg. with stand)

Net Dimensions (WDH) 19.7" x 24.4" x 38.2"
(500 x 610 x 970 mm)

Gross Weight n/a

Gross Dimensions (WDH) n/a

Optional Accessories - - Auto Filter

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 

ITEM DESCRIPTION COMPATIBLE ITEMS

45790

Self-Service Stand
- Compatible with BigBasic, Top, 
and FastTop models  equipped 
with Self Tap, or Push & Juice 
Button 

48009,  47959, 47989, 
47990

40539

Dispenser Stand
- Compatible with  BigBasic, 
Top, and FastTop models 
without Self Tap, or with Push & 
Juice button

41965, 47960, 48009, 
39522, 47989, 40531, 
40547, 47990

45636 Squeezing Kit 
- For smaller citrus - 1.77”-2.36”

 All BigBasic, Top  and 
FastTop models

28 fruits 
per minute

40 lb. / 18 kg. 
waste bin 
capacity

The cover is designed 
in one piece, making it 
easy to clean.

2.5" - 3.15" / 
65 - 80 mm 
squeezing dia.

55 lb. / 25kg. 
basket capacity

FEATURES:

stands

squeezing
kit


